
Television has become, so to speak, the background radiation of the social and intellectual universe, the all-but-imperceptible residue of the 
electronic big bang of a century past, so familiar and so thoroughly integrated with American culture that we no longer hear its faint hissing in the 
background or see the flickering grey light. This, in turn, means that its epistemology goes largely unnoticed. And the peek-a-boo world it has 
constructed around us no longer seems even strange.
There is no more disturbing consequence of the electronic and graphic revolution than this: that the world as given to us through television seems 
natural, not bizarre. For the loss of the sense of the strange is a sign of adjustment, and the extent to which we have adjusted is a measure of the 
extent to which we have changed. Our culture's adjustment to the epistemology of television is by now almost complete; we have so thoroughly 
accepted its definitions of truth, knowledge and reality that irrelevance seems to us to be filled with import, and incoherence seems eminently 
sane.
It is my object (...) to make the epistemology of television visible again. I will try to demonstrate by concrete example ... that television's 
conversations promote incoherence and triviality ... and that television speaks in only one persistent voice — the voice of entertainment. Beyond 
that, I will try to demonstrate that to enter the great television conversation, one American cultural institution after another is learning to speak its 
terms. Television, in other words, is transforming our culture into one vast arena for show business. It is entirely possible, of course, that in the 
end we shall find that delightful, and decide we like it just fine. This is exactly what Aldous Huxley feared was coming, fifty years ago. Neil Postman  
(from the book "Amusing Ourselves to Death") 



oblivion   [This doesn't apply 2 U, 4 U still read]

     Everyone knows that there are many things wrong with today's man-made world. Prices are going up, people are losing jobs and homes, and 
wars are fought on the flimsiest of reasons, yet most people remain oblivious. You should know why, and I mean that in several different ways. 
First, however, I will start with a digression about dog training.
 
     First, you need a 'clicker,' or anything that makes a distinctive noise when you want it, plus some dog treats. Start the conditioning process by 
getting the dog's attention, then making the noise and immediately feeding the dog a small treat. Do this quite a few times, maybe over several 
days. In the beginning, never click without dispensing a small treat. Once this is done, the dog will associate good things with the noise, even if the 
actual treat is delayed a bit or even eliminated sometimes. To train the dog, use the noise as a 'good dog' reward when your dog does what you 
want during training, and reward good performances more generously than poor ones. And so it goes; gradually the treats are reduced more and 
more, and then the clicker is eliminated slowly, substituting a 'good dog!' or some such.

     Do you know what the human equivalents of clicker training are? Can you think of the clicks in your life, if any? I am certain that such things 
work best when we aren't paying attention, because any human should be a bit brighter than a dog. Maybe, now that you know about clicker 
training, you will find what you may not have noticed in the past, for you have to know what the potato plant looks like if you want to find the 'taters. 
For many years, advertisers have been paying big bucks to buy newspaper, radio, and TV air time. The for-profits that buy ads must be getting 
what they want. There must be 'feel good' clicker-words or 'good dog' tunes and images that they want you to associate with their products... 
perhaps like the 'high society' ladies that Mr. Bernays convinced to smoke cigarettes as they walked in a parade, popularizing what was widely 
viewed as a nasty habit at the time (1920's). 

          Have you ever seen a hyperactive five-year old sit immobile for hours? TV viewing can do exactly that--again and again. Most people don't 
hear the metaphorical alarm bells that I hear when I see that. I consider this an incredible, nature-defying feat. What are the unintended 
consequences? What's happening in that child's brain and body that may or may not be measurable? What exactly does a viewer learn, and from 
which programs? The sound-and-light show must be very very compelling... I do not know why I am spared. Yet, in my humble opinion and all-too-
human arrogance, I think that anyone who watches enough TV is guaranteed to be flat and boring to those who don't watch at all. 

     You might learn other things by such training. like fear. Have you ever seen a real-life car crash, or a building on fire, or an actual shooting? If 
you have, you can remember those events clearly (unless you are a policeman, fireman, or soldier :-). How would your quality of life be if you saw 
a dozen murders every day? What about viewing several car crashes every day in your 'hood? Would you not live in fear of such things happening 
to you, no matter how much your family members assured you that you were safe? This situation is similar to what's going on in far too many 
heads these days. If you watch TV, it is likely that you have seen more violence than is good for you, but there is at least one more source of fear... 
If you looked out of a window, any sudden alteration of of a distant horizon would be extremely interesting/fear-inducing. The sound-n-lite box can 
change a whole scene in milliseconds, and it does, far more frequently than any view thru a window, changing video inputs with electronic ease 
while the neurons are dazzled and entranced into sitting through wars and alien invasions and reality teevee shows, training the person to sit still 
and to do nothing no matter the mayhem 'seen' onscreen. Your 'higher' brain functions that are not fooled by a sound-and-light box. Your more 
'primitive' brain functions are, for Seeing Is Believing. Other, more 'advanced' parts of the brain may not feel this fear, or be unable to override the 
fear/alert/pay-attention-to-this-NOW instinct, or may not be paying attention. TV *is* an eyeball magnet and a strong sedative. Maybe it promotes 
attentional blindness, but I have no idea how to measure that. How could the effectiveness of the 'antidote for meditation' be quantified?

     Fear is paralyzing. If you are fearful, you don't want to go for long walks at night. Fear inspires keeping to whatever routines had been safe in 
the past. It is not cowardly to be prudent, but fear makes safe places seem scary. Fear is the mind-killer. You are much less likely to learn to bake 
bread or to quit your job because the fear spills into all parts of your life. You are less likely to go to new websites as well as new neighborhoods, 
especially if your routine sources suggest ridicule or other troubles are associated such actions. Fear inspires cowardice. Fear that is not even 
noticed is still effective at keeping people from seeking new experiences.

     USA'ians watch five plus hours a day of the entertainment/propaganda box. Of televised 'friends' and 'family members' - how much is too 
much? I have no idea. Do you? Do you have an opinion already formed on this, even though you may have never thought of this subject in your 
life? Of course you do. You are wired that way, as it served your ancient ancestors well for millions of years. Life was different then. Today, should 
you be unfortunate enough to think your quickly-formed opinion is anything but a research starting point, you will likely sound ignorant and boring. 
Keeping quiet is not natural behavior for humans. Yet, nobody listens to the 7\/ watchers for hours at a time when the 7\/ is on. Watchers are 
deathly quiet and breathe shallowly. Those who consume 7\/ too often become ignorant, fat, fearful, and weak. Alarm bells again. I will not walk 
that path. Will you? There are literally an infinite number of things to do on this finite planet. 

   "One of the intentions of corporate-controlled media is to instill in people a sense of disempowerment, of immobilization and paralysis. 
Its outcome is to turn you into good consumers. It is to keep people isolated, to feel that there is no possibility for social change."  David 
Barsamian

   "Technology can be among the most powerful weapons in the dictator’s armory. Propaganda, the suppression of the truth, particularly 



in democratic societies, will bring upon an age of enslavement where instead of yokes and chains, people in celebrated “free” societies 
like America will be bound by the soft restraints of ignorance, incuriousness, distraction and irrationality."   Aldous Huxley

     "Television is altering the meaning of "being informed" by creating a species of information that might properly be called 
disinformation... Disinformation does not mean false information. It means misleading information - misplaced, irrelevant, fragmented 
or superficial information - information that creates the illusion of knowing something, but which in fact leads one away from knowing."  
Neil Postman

   "This Power Elite directly employs several millions of the country's working force in its factories, offices and stores, controls many 
millions more by lending them the money to buy its products, and, through its ownership of the media of mass communication, 
influences the thoughts, the feelings and the actions of virtually everybody. To parody the words of Winston Churchill, never have so 
many been manipulated so much by so few."  Aldous Huxley

"The major media are large corporations, owned by and interlinked with even larger conglomerates. Like other corporations, they sell a 
product to a market. The market is advertisers - that is, other businesses. The product is audiences, ]and[ for the elite media, ]they're[ 
relatively privileged audiences. So we have major corporations selling fairly wealthy and privileged audiences to other businesses. Not 
surprisingly, the picture of the world presented reflects the narrow and biased interests and values of the sellers, the buyers and the 
product."  Noam Chomsky

   "When our fears are bounded, we're prudent, we're cautious, we're thoughtful. When our fears are unbounded and overblown, we're 
reckless and we're cowardly." Dan Gilbert, TED talk 

   "The easiest way to gain control of a population is to carry out acts of terror. ]The public[ will clamor for such laws if their personal 
security is threatened."  Josef Stalin

   “The whole aim of practical politics is to keep the populace alarmed )and hence clamorous to be led to safety( by menacing it with an 
endless series of hobgoblins, all of them imaginary.”   H. L. Mencken
    
   The only way to preserve the status quo when many people have internet access is to prevent the majority of the population from effectively 
using these resources--thru disinterest, fear (induced in part by viewing violent media), dependence upon the system (so thinking about the ugly 
aspects of the system will evoke cognitive dissonace), and dissuading and deflecting and distracting the curious and the truth-seekers. The 
ignorant minds thus created are easily distracted with trivia, special fx, and hot chicks. And beer. And p$ychopharma. And trolls. And, one day, the 
corp-intolerable intellectuals will disap

  

   This doesn't apply 2 U, 4 U still read 

   "IF a man has frequent intercourse with others either for talk, or drinking together, or generally for 
social purposes, he must either become like them, or change them to his own fashion. For if a man places a 
piece of quenched charcoal close to a piece that is burning, either the quenched charcoal will quench the 
other, or the burning charcoal will light that which is quenched. Since then the danger is so great, we 



must cautiously enter into such intimacies with those of the common sort, and remember that it is 
impossible that a man can keep company with one who is covered with soot without being partaker of the soot 
himself. For what will you do if a man speaks about gladiators, about horses, about athletes, or, what is 
worse, about men? Such a person is bad, such a person is good : this was well done, this was done badly. 
Further, if he scoff, or ridicule, or show an ill-natured disposition?" Epicetus

   "If you live with a cripple, you will learn to limp." Plutarch.

   You will become like those whom you frequently associate with, and your human associates will become like you. This human trait served us 
well for many many years. Theses days, many of us have a machine that can simulate the soot-stains and cripples, possibly bringing the bungled 
and blotched deep into an entranced human brain. Some humans spend more time watching/listening to this device than to meatspace humans. 
Unlike humans, neither the device nor the programs change, no matter how many hours humans spend viewing. However, the humans are 
changed by this relentless exposure. The 'programming' commonly available is an infinite font of sneers and jeers and malignant tempers--and 
eventually, the viewer's brain will be full of it (especially children). Is it merely 'harmless entertainment?' 
   Most humans find it difficult to quietly sit still for an hour or two, but this is done easily with the aid of one of these machines. "Men acquire a 
particular quality by constantly acting a particular way... you become just by performing just actions, 
temperate by performing temperate actions, brave by performing brave actions." Aristotle   So, sitting passively in 
front of a sound 'n light show in a box... TRANQUILIZER/SEDATIVE
   Everything you might learn on 7\/ is filtered thru a for-profit megacorp, cough *tobacco* cough *lead paint, leaded gas, uranium bullets, 
asbestos, macondo fuku bhopal war. SELFISH GATEKEEPERS DO EVIL 
   You are smarter than the vast majority of e-humans seen in present day programming--but that's not saying much. Mercenary media do not 
educate unless paid to do so. The watchers of the box do not often pay for the programming--the mercenaries do, the for-profits do, and the 
control freaks do. These paymasters do not seek informed and educated customers... preferring easily conned-sumers. IGNORANCE-INDUCING
   "Perseverance is more prevailing than violence; and many things which cannot be overcome when they are together, yield themselves up when 
taken little by little." Plutarch   BIG MONEY NEVER SLEEPS
   "... constantly distracted by gratuitous entertainment and reinforced in their good behavior patterns by 
daily doses of soma, [they] could be counted on to give no trouble to their superiors." Aldous Huxley  (soma: 
a fictional durg distributed by TPTB for social control in _Brave_New_World_.) This device seems very soma-like to me. It is used everyday, users 
are under it's effects for hours and users often go thru a kind of withdrawal if deprived. ADDICTED to a plugged-in brug for a Newd whorled 
Mordor--welcome to the corpsegov machine.

“Youʹre beginning to think that the tube is reality and that your own lives are unreal. You do whatever the 
tube tells you. You dress like the tube. You eat like the tube. You raise your children like the tube. You 
even think like the tube. This is mass madness, you maniacs! In Godʹs name, you people are the real thing. 
We are the illusion! So turn off your television sets. Turn them off now! Turn them off right now! Turn 
them off and leave them off. Turn them off right in the middle of this sentence Iʹm speaking to you now. 
Turn them off!”   Howard Beale in the movie Network

(...)  the more television children watched before age three, the more likely they were to actually have 
attentional problems at school age. Specifically, for each [daily] hour that they watched before the age of 
three, their chances for having attentional problems was increased by about ten percent. so a child that 
watched two hours of tv a day before the age of three, would be 20% more likely to have attention problems 
compared to a child who watched none. Dr. Dimitri Christakis   http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BoT7qH_uVNo&feature=player_embedded#!

     This doesn't apply 2 U 4 U still read 

     Socrates would have something to say about the results of exposing ignorance in humans!



    What happens when a corp-teevee watching human says something ignorant? Perhaps a fellow tribemember will instantly provide the 
knowledge remedy... but the affected human is programmed to respond in unpleasant ways to some attempts to help, often resulting in others 
deciding that this person is a not-fun person to talk to after having a few unpleasant experiences. Human society starts to break if there are many 
such interactions. As social outings become not-fun, humans start going solo, and 'programming' paid for by profits-first organizations is a very 
easy way to 'waste time.' Such affected humans may find common videoground with each other, as the video data is inexhaustible and always 
safe to talk about--because the other person almost always will agree and has probably seen it too and there is no talk of building seven or 
criminal banksters because they own the idiot's lantern.
     How can video-watching humans be 'programmed?' Pay a competent yet psychopathic psychologist and you will find out. However, after 
reviewing what freely-available knowledge that I can understand, it seems that most psychologists agree that watching available 7\/ 'programs' for 
long periods is positively correlated with increased anxiety, fearfulness, materialism, and a skewed perspective of the world. Too many proggies 
teach that (other) humans are foolish, ignorant, and useless consumers. Too many 7\/ proggies have dumb. violent 'heroes' and all-too-scary 
villains. The 7\/ has much advertising and other propaganda, and all propaganda is an attempt to spread ignorance. Human are visual animals, to 
whom seeing is believing... and finding out otherwise, especially after much time has passed, is likely to evoke cognitive dissonance in any 
human. Feeling 'too stupid to notice obvious lies' will make those affected behave in a fashion that is unpleasant to be around. Such humans will 
attempt to reject new knowledge; such affected humans are likely to perceive a well-meaning attempt to share knowledge as an attempt to gain 
social status and/or an insult; for no6ody likes feeling ignorant, stupid, foolish, and duped. This kind of 'programmed' behavior is modeled 
countless times in 3mpyre media, for the media is the servant of advertising and propaganda paymasters, and the paymasters would prefer 
ignorant, isolated, and easily-conned-sumers who will not cause trouble for them. The 7\/ users are propaganda-programmed and ad-saturated; 
fantasy and falsehoods their constant companion; affected humans are able to recognize hundreds of corporate 'logos' and know hollywood stars' 
personal data, but are ill-equipped to tell truth from lies. Such humans are generally boring except when discussing things they've 'learned' on 7\/, 
program plots and celebrity whatnots and which actor is in what movie. Should a well-meaning tribemember persist and penetrate thru the Faux 
ooze argument barrage and the will-not-learn denial, and somehow persuade such a duped human of what the facts are, the truth is still unlikely to 
take root in such mental soil. The duped human is likely quite used to watching 7\/ and is likely to do so again and again and again, and the easy 
lies devised to mesmerize the despised will bear their mutant corpsegovspawn once again.
  
  "One of the saddest lessons of history is this: If we've been bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the bamboozle. We're no longer 
interested in finding out the truth. The bamboozle has captured us. It is simply too painful to acknowledge - even to ourselves - that we've been so credulous."  
Carl Sagan

   "It ain't what you don't know that gets you into trouble. It's what you know for sure that just ain't so." Mark Twain

   "It is impossible to begin to learn that which one thinks one already knows." Epictetus

   "Even open-minded people will often find themselves unable to take seriously the likes of [Noam] Chomsky, [Edward] Herman, [Howard] Zinn and [Susan] 
George on first encountering their work; it just does not seem possible that we could be so mistaken in what we believe. The individual may assume that these 
writers must be somehow joking, wildly over-stating the case, paranoid, or have some sort of axe to grind. We may actually become angry with them for telling 
us these terrible things about our society and insist that this simply 'can't be true'. It takes real effort to keep reading, to resist the reassuring messages of the mass 
media and be prepared to consider the evidence again."  David Edwards

   "The main [media] bias is in favor of the thieves who stole our country and economy, and own the mainstream media companies. The omnipresent mainstream 
media is the greatest weapon of oppression humanity has ever known."  David DeGraw

   "Men prefer to believe what they prefer to be true."  Francis Bacon

   "Most people prefer to believe that their leaders are just and fair, even in the face of evidence to the contrary, because once a citizen acknowledges that the 
government under which he lives is lying and corrupt, the citizen has to choose what he or she will do about it. To take action in the face of corrupt government 
entails risks of harm to life and loved ones. To choose to do nothing is to surrender one's self-image of standing for principles. Most people do not have the 
courage to face that choice. Hence, most propaganda is not designed to fool the critical thinker but only to give moral cowards an excuse not to think at all. 
Michael Rivero

   "Americans are too broadly underinformed to digest nuggets of information that seem to contradict what they know of the world. Instead, news channels prefer 
to feed Americans a constant stream of simplified information, all of which fits what they already know. That way they don't have to devote more air time or 
newsprint space to explanations or further investigations. Politicians and the media have conspired to infantilize, to dumb down, the American public. At heart, 
politicians don't believe that Americans can handle complex truths, and the news media, especially television news, basically agrees."  Tom Fenton

   "A kind of group think corporate consensus, steeped in market logic and deeply inbred by an un-brave news culture, breeds conscience-free conformity and 
self-censorship. This makes frightening sense in a globalized economy where consumerism is more desired than active citizenship, where power is increasingly 
concentrated and the public is increasingly unwelcome in a public discourse defined by the powerful. If your goal is to numb people and drive them away from 
active participation, then TV as "weapon of mass distraction" and wall to wall entertainment makes sense. Shut up and shop is the now the message, one that 
makes sense to advertiser dominated media outlets... "   Danny Schechter

"The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the masses is an important element in democratic society."  Edward Bernays

“I freed a thousand slaves. I could have freed a thousand more if only they knew they were slaves.” Harriet Tubman



   The supernormal eyeball magnet hijacks your instincts. 
   Nobody would watch that 7\/ trash if it wasn't for the attention-grabbing tricks, such as that liminal/subliminal stimuli hohoho ha he he laff trax 
that few people hear consciously, for most aren't even paying attention to it. But the inner ape (non-technological, thinks hearing is believing) is 
fooled, and is led to believe that some nearby apes think what it just saw and heard was funny, and should join in the laughter, at least a little, or 
risk looking like a priggish stick. The human mind-veneer over ape-mind is unlikely to override this instinct, for it is not paying any attention to the 
compu-bland laughing voice of Saruman; it is entranced with the sound 'n light show, or at least relaxed enough to not pay enough attention to 
what's going on. And so it goes... until viewers 'learn' what is 'funny' by the power of classical operant conditioning made potent by repetition. Is it 
any wonder that so many have an idiotic and/or mean-spirited sense of 'humor'? 
     "Another voice spoke, low and melodious, its very sound an enchantment. Those who listened unwarily to that voice could seldom report the 
words that they heard; and if they did, they wondered, for little power remained in them."  (Tolkien's description of Saruman in _The Two Towers_.) 
[insert any of the thousands of advert jingles/songs/logos/slogans here]
   Monkeymind has no experience with video. The monkeymind part of every human is affected greatly by shouting apes and/or thundering 
explosions, even simulated ones.  The monkeymind thinks that 'seeing' is believing, and is quite alarmed every time it sees a car crash or a bomb 
blast, even simulated ones. This ensures that humans keep watching--along with scene changes (monkeymind hasn't seen that before!) and other 
attention-grabbing psychological tricks, like mood-manipulating music. 
   Without these tricks, perhaps the tee\/ee would be less of an attention magnet. Without these tricks, it would be harder (more expensive) to write 
efficient eyeball-attracting, trance-inducing, advertising-friendly 'programs.' We should not forget the [pay attention to what is moving] instinct, the 
[want to keep an eye on that moving thing] instinct, for these instincts made the local animal(s) and/or the desirables and/or the different and/or 
the dangerous interesting to watch, which even now contributes to the survival of human beings (except when exposed to the tee\/ee's glowing 
screen).

It is possible to be addicted to things you hate. Do you reject propaganda and deception, but not advertising or 'commercial 
programming?'
  
Even the educational programs are likely to leave a viewer more ignorant, for they emphasize flashy, shiny attention-attractants and teaching well 
is difficult. Far too many programs are made by those who $erve on₤¥ one ma$t€r. 

   lifestyle of denial, it couldn't 'a been US...
trivial irrelevant mediafluff, affected (5 plus hours/day average) addicts can't get (7 days/week, 35 hrs) can't  get (52 weeks/yr, 
weeks becoming months adding up to 1820hrs/yr, until they die, if they haven't already) ENOUGH!

   Teh 7\/ whores can show aisles fool of colorful packages, and a few people can be paid to wander around. Or such 'shoppers' can can be 
'photoshopped' in, as can brilliant overhead lights if there is no electricity that day. Those behind the walls of their gated communities can believe 
what they want to believe (the 7\/) and ignore the internet (and reality) as unreliable. Cultures throughout the world will point to such video 
evidence of stupidity to feel good about their obviously 'better' media, just as today some viewers point to 'bad' Faux News as justification for 
watching another obviously 'better' corpse 7\/ brand. All the same, all a game, all are lame, they oughta be ashamed. The 7\/ is a megaphone for 
the 0.004% that owns or rents too many people and too much stuff.

   Fake faux hunting--when a corpse teevee station makes fun of faux skews and murdoch moneygrabbing so viewers will assume 'their' corp$e 
teevee station is better and trustworthy (LOL, as if any of them were much different, for all are owned by big money, selling eyeball hours to 
advertisers, distributing propaganda for money, sedating and dumbing down and shaping thoughts in a corp$e-friendly way.) 

  "Another disproportionately fascinating symbol is the Singing Commercial. Singing Commercials are a recent invention; but the Singing Theological and the 
Singing Devotional -- the hymn and the psalm -- are as old as religion itself. Singing Militaries, or marching songs, are coeval with war, and Singing Patriotics, 
the precursors of our national anthems, were doubtless used to promote group solidarity, to emphasize the distinction between "us" and "them," by the wandering 
bands of paleolithic hunters and food gatherers. To most people music is intrinsically attractive. Moreover, melodies tend to ingrain themselves in the listener's 
mind. A tune will haunt the memory during the whole of a lifetime. Here, for example, is a quite uninteresting statement or value judgment. As it stands nobody 
will pay attention to it. But now set the words to a catchy and easily remembered tune. Immediately they become words of power. Moreover, the words will tend 
automatically to repeat themselves every time the melody is heard or spontaneously remembered. Orpheus has entered into an alliance with Pavlov -- the power 
of sound with the conditioned reflex. For the commercial propagandist, as for his colleagues in the fields of politics and religion, music possesses yet another 
advantage. Nonsense which it would be shameful for a reasonable being to write, speak or hear spoken can be sung or listened to by that same rational being with 
pleasure and even with a kind of intellectual conviction. Can we learn to separate the pleasure of singing or of listening to song from the all too human tendency 
to believe in the propaganda which the song is putting over? That again is the question."  Aldous Huxley    Please note that Huxley asks the right questions. Did 
anyone ever teach you how to ask the right question in skool?



    "Those who can make you believe absurdities can make you commit atrocities." Voltaire

   "This Power Elite directly employs several millions of the country's working force in its factories, offices and stores, controls many millions more by lending 
them the money to buy its products, and, through its ownership of the media of mass communication, influences the thoughts, the feelings and the actions of 
virtually everybody. To parody the words of Winston Churchill, never have so many been manipulated so much by so few." Aldous Huxley

 Let the idioddesy begin in no6ody's notebooks.   Vo9ons were there... 

 
This is an anti-dedication to the propaganda inoculation and preservation of intellectual hibernation and de-nobilizing the ideation of those it strikes 
so dumb. 

    The superstim 'lectroboughts fx seems more rewarding, or less risky than meatspace moron mashups... and so the icky cycle begins anew, 
wearing ditches to gullies to canyons in the affected minds, US conned-sumers averaging more than five hours a day. Yet to these people, I say 
serviam, for they are people caught up in the best-tech psycho-ops that money-and-power-seeking psychopaths can buy or devise; there is no 
dishonor in being fooled. And as to the media masters, these few humans have canyons in the mind as deep as any, but scoured from moving 
'money'; no6ody thinks that wielding vast sums of currency and political power are potent superstimuli that warps as it rewards just as surely as 
junk food does. A $hield is between TPTB and their thinking sufficiently about the metaphoric and literal blood spilled. The notseen are 
notthoughtabout, for those thoughts always lead to unpleasant feelings and there is this 'money' superstimuli to be 'made.' Perhaps amassing 
huge amounts of currency is a fool-powered superstimulus that is beyond human ability to resist. I do nyet know. Non $erviam. 
                         
viewing the vidiotic

their video 'habits' are easy to see 
videotics even sound like th' vee
with tee vee restricted
the 'ics act addicted
they're hooked, spycorp-logically.

what the 'ics think of is what the 'ics stink of,
 it paints their point of view;
thoughts can be bended to constantly offended
 by strange or change or new
the 'programs' 'ics pick are a little bit sick but
 the peeps look like they do
[minus a few pounds and plus a few rounds
 of plastic surgery, too.]
They're all that 'ics think of, and by dog, the 'ics stink of
 corporate adman spew
The factoids are plain, 'ics don't use their brains 
 their thoughts come from the tube                                  if they bother with thoughts at all.

With the right kind of eyes one can see, 
more than trace$ of vidiocy
when the kids play  
the words that they say,
betray a taught sick dependency.)

Ask any child about scary videos and sleep habits, or whether watching animated superheroes has any effect upon what games 
they choose to play. It's all in who they emulate, for such they'll try to be (subconsciously). Are you sure that the corp 
buysiness model will see children as sacred ground for more than a few microseconds? Or will corps sacrifice future generations 
to mammon, not caring about the future warped adults that could result from distorted juvvie brains? Their dreams will belong 
to corpsegov. It's all about the 'money' that can be 'made' today and the power that comes with it... corpsegov cares not for 
the sorrows of tomorrows, nothing for the stains upon brains, for today's 'gains' always outweigh tomorrow's pains. The bodies 
rot, for the law has been bought and justice not sought.

Video Propaganda

the 7 \/ is
the eye of morewar.
it is a door
for propaganda paid-for.
It reports sports scores
and ignores war whores



distorts, lies, and bores
sedates forevermore 
omits the 5#!7
found around it
under the lash of its trivial trash
brains can't work anymore.

Watchin videos...
 your train of thought derails
 for the boob tube never fails
 to spew irrelevant details 
 and/or distractions, 
 and/or temptations,
 and/or lies and/or propaganda, 
until your bull5#!7 detector overloads and you don't have enough time to properly evaluate the lies that you will learn to believe. Ignorance is 
Strewth. 

In the 3mpyre of more money,
 the 7\/ shows are dumb
and if you watch them long enough,
 that's just what you become.

The Met\/aphor.

it sells lies for eyes
it sells fears for ears
if you view it, or listen to it
it all ends in tears

The Exhortation

Don't watch the propaganda
Don't listen to the whores,
or before long, a brain's gone wrong
it knows less than it did before

adverts are propaganda
more money is their goal
Don't be entranced by ignorance
their lies bring thought control

corpgovs spew propaganda
and never will they stop
until you spew thought control too.
more lies, more debt, more cops

no truth in propaganda,
just lies that bring them wealth;
reject them all, and stand up tall,
seek justice, truth, yourself

un-chained from propaganda
be what you want to be
reject their hate, and meditate
and think *your* thoughts, be free 

all sizzle
no steak
all frosting
no cake



all selling
so fake
foresee
heartbreak

 Newspeak is 'talk-sick'

The money bought
toxic sick talk, so speaks the shock jock 
whore disastroturfers servin up the fool-aid.
paid for by corphoes-for-profit-mo$que-skee toes, 
bought the sordid ranks of sceptic tanks 
owned talking heads quoting -hartland in$tadupes
misquoting and mocking incorruptible truth tellers
supplies propagaga for dissention prevention, disseminated diversions and de-mented infodrainment,
because selling connedsumer goods is import-ain't. 
GM uh ohs, blightofuels, and supernormal stimuli leashes and lashes. 
and goobermint goodies like nukular power plants, 'depleted uranium' pure U-238 ammunition (only depleted of U-235, that's for Atomic BOMBS 
and Nukular Fool instead).

[Orwell was a farsighted deer in history's headlights]

Because present 7\/ 'programming' is definitely not meditation, even tho it does seem to put viewers in a 
trance.... we are all Junkions in western civ, as we talk 7\/ and buy what we see, we are immobilized, supersized, and despised; and the 
ignorance-inducing propaganda-tech gets better and better and better still, and corpsegov can rely upon 7\/superstimuli to sell nearly any lie. 
Ignorance is Strength. Freedom is Slavery. War is Peace. 

'The status-quo has got to go, and so does B A U,' says GAIA 

It's irrelevance from one percents,  it's a masquerade as news
they speak of bombs in abortion clinics, and of a woman's right to choose
and more of hoes in movie roles, and who's wife was screwing whose
Or of the shootings aftermath, or of drugs and smokes and booze

All non-random propagandom, orgasmic paid-for spew to
deflect, distract, and attack, to smokescreen the truth from view
The 'skeptic tanks' in their sordid wranks, they have a job to do
bankster boyz bought big noise toys to keep the truth from you

λpo9ou             

As I am,

 non-$erviam
Except for the excellent "Calvin and Hobbes" cartoons...
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